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Introduction {#s1}
============

The majority of the European population now live in an urban environment, and although city living confers many benefits to health, such as increased economic opportunity and access to health facilities, it also brings increased levels of environmental hazards and reduced access to green spaces ([@c45]). These environmental factors have been associated with adverse health outcomes, particularly during vulnerable periods, such as early life ([@c25]). For instance, exposure to air pollution has been associated with reduced birth weight ([@c50]) and decreased lung function in children ([@c24]), noise has been associated with increased blood pressure in children ([@c64]), whereas green spaces have been reported to have beneficial effects on birth outcomes ([@c1]; [@c9]) and child cognitive development ([@c10]). Furthermore, individuals are exposed simultaneously to a multitude of different factors, which may jointly affect health. The exposome concept, analogous to the genome, has been advanced to describe the totality of lifetime human environmental exposures, with the pregnancy period a key period for exposome assessment ([@c56]).

Although a variety of ways to operationalize the exposome have been proposed ([@c39]; [@c53]; [@c55]; [@c73]), the different conceptions share an approach that considers sets of exposures together. We define the urban exposome as the set of air pollutants, noise, meteorological factors, green spaces, and built environment characteristics that an individual is exposed to in the outdoor urban environment and that may be assessed through common geospatial methods. Due to the importance of determinants such as urban form and place, exposures within the urban exposome can be highly correlated to each other, relative to other parts of the exposome ([@c55]). Although every individual has a personal exposome, many parts of the exposome, including exposure levels and correlations, are shared between groups due to shared determinants. For instance, individuals may live in the same or similar type of urban environment, which in turn may be conditioned on their nationality, ethnicity, or social class. Environmental inequality, which is the differential exposure to pollution or healthy environments between groups within a population, beyond issues of fairness, may have important health implications. The triple jeopardy hypothesis states that low socioeconomic position (SEP) communities are (i) more highly exposed to environmental hazards and (ii) more susceptible to poor health due to psychosocial stressors and fewer opportunities to choose healthy behaviors, resulting in (iii) experiencing health disparities driven by environmental factors ([@c5]; [@c46]). However, it is not clear whether all parts of the urban exposome are similarly associated with socioeconomic factors or how these associations differ by geographical setting. Although in some cities, hazards such as air pollutants are associated with lower SEP, in other cities, the reverse is true ([@c30]). Furthermore, little is known about the relationship between SEP and other outdoor exposures and the urban exposome as a whole.

In this paper, we aim to describe the urban exposome of pregnant women across nine European cities or urban areas, including exposure levels and correlation structure, and to evaluate the socioeconomic determinants of the urban exposome both within and between cities.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Study Population {#s2.1}
----------------

The study was part of the Human Early Life Exposome (HELIX) project ([@c67]), which aims to characterize the exposome during early life and its relationship to child health and development. Nine urban areas from six existing longitudinal population-based birth cohort studies from across Europe were included: BiB (Born in Bradford) based in Bradford, United Kingdom ([@c74]); EDEN (Étude des Déterminants pré et postnatals du développement et de la santé de l'ENfant), based in Poitiers and Nancy, France ([@c35]): INMA (INfancia y Medio Ambiente), based in Sabadell, Valencia, and Gipuzkoa in Spain ([@c28]); KANC (Kaunus Cohort), based in Kaunas, Lithuania ([@c27]); MoBa (Norwegian Mother and Child Cohort Study), based in Oslo, Norway ([@c42]); and Rhea, based in Heraklion in Greece ([@c7]). Eligibility criteria were applied in each cohort (Table S1). Overall, the study population included 28,710 women who had singleton deliveries between 1999 and 2010 and for whom the home address and the data sources (Table S2) necessary for calculation of $\text{NO}_{2}$ levels and building density at their homes during pregnancy were available. Information from each study participant was obtained in each cohort by questionnaire or medical records. Approval was obtained from the ethics committees in every site. All participating women provided informed written consent.

Exposure Assessment {#s2.2}
-------------------

For each woman, assessment of exposure during pregnancy at the geocoded residential address at recruitment was made in the PostgreSQL (© 1996--2017, The PostgreSQL Global Development Group), PostGIS (Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 License <http://postgis.net>), and QGIS (QGIS Development Team, 2016; QGIS Geographic Information System) platforms for the following groups of environmental factors: air pollutants, vehicular traffic, road traffic noise, built environment indicators, natural environment indicators, and meteorological measures, including exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. The pregnancy period was calculated from date of last menstruation or ultrasound measurement.

Daily measurements of temperature, humidity and pressure were obtained from a local weather station in each study area and averaged over the pregnancy period. Daily measurements of UV radiation (as erythemal UV and DNA-damaging UV) at $0.5 \times 0.5$-degree resolution was obtained from the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment onboard the ERS-2 (European Remote Sensing) satellite ([@c61]) and averaged over the pregnancy period.

For assessment of air pollutants, including particulate matter (PM) with an aerodynamic diameter of less than $2.5\;\mu m$ (${PM}_{2.5}$) and of less than $10\;\mu m$ (${PM}_{10}$), nitrogen dioxide ($\text{NO}_{2}$), and nitrogen oxides ($\text{NO}_{X}$), we used land use regression (LUR) or dispersion models, temporally adjusted to measurements made in local background monitoring stations and averaged over the whole pregnancy period. For most cities, we used site-specific LUR models developed in the context of the ESCAPE project ([@c2]; [@c17]). In Bradford, assessment for ${PM}_{2.5}$ and ${PM}_{10}$ was made based on the ESCAPE LUR model developed in the Thames Valley region of the United Kingdom and adjusted for background PM levels from monitoring stations in Bradford ([@c57]). The ESCAPE European-wide LUR model was applied for ${PM}_{2.5}$ in Nancy, Poitiers, Gipuzkoa, and Valencia and corrected for local background monitoring data ([@c68]). In Gipuzkoa and Valencia, ${PM}_{10}$ estimates were made based on local ratios to ${PM}_{2.5}$ estimates. In Nancy and Poitiers, dispersion models were used to assess $\text{NO}_{2}$ and ${PM}_{10}$ exposure ([@c52]).

Noise levels Lden (average sound pressure level over all days, evenings, and nights in a year, where the evening value gets a penalty of $5\,\text{dB}$ and the night value of $10\,\text{dB}$) were derived from noise maps produced in each local municipality under the European Noise Directive \[European Commission and Working Group Assessment of Exposure to Noise ([@c19])\]. To improve comparability between centers, the values were categorized into six categories ($< 55$; 55--59.9; 60--64.9; 65--69.9; 70--74.9; $> 80\,\text{dB}$) for analysis. In Heraklion, estimates on noise were newly modeled following a new fieldwork campaign to assess multiple exposures conducted at 160 monitoring points around the city ([@c65]). Briefly, in addition to air pollutant and meteorological variables, measurements of noise averaged over 30 min monitoring (Sonometer SC160, CESVA monitors), and manual traffic counts of light and heavy vehicles over 15 min were made at each monitoring point. Sites were chosen representing multiple types (e.g., traffic, urban background, urban green) and the campaign conducted during 2015, measuring each monitoring site three times in different seasons (summer, winter, and autumn). We applied the LUR modeling methods and GIS predictor variables used in the ESCAPE project ([@c17]) to develop LUR models of traffic count and noise. The two models are described in Table S3.

We followed the PHENOTYPE protocol ([@c44]) to measure the surrounding vegetation, i.e., trees, shrubs, and parkland, and applied the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) ([@c70]) derived from the Landsat 4--5 Thematic Mapper (TM) satellite images at $30\; m \times 30\; m$ resolution (<https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/data_access/glovis>). NDVI is an indicator of greenness based on land surface reflectance of visible (red) and near-infrared parts of the spectrum and ranges between $- 1$ and 1, with higher numbers indicating more greenness. To achieve maximum exposure contrast, we looked for available cloud-free Landsat TM images during the period between May and August for years relevant to our period of study and calculated greenness within 100-, 300-, and $500\text{-}m$ buffers around each address. We calculated access to major green spaces (parks or countryside) and blue spaces (bodies of water) as the straight-line distance from the home to nearest blue or green space with an area greater than $5,000{\, m}^{2}$ from topographical maps (Urban Atlas 2006 or local sources, see Table S2).

Topological maps for the following built environment indicators were obtained from local authorities or from Europe-wide sources (Table S2). Traffic-density indicators (traffic density on nearest street, traffic load on major road within $100\; m$ and inverse distance to nearest major road) were calculated from road network maps following the ESCAPE protocol ([@c2]; [@c17]). Building density was calculated within 100- and $300\text{-}m$ buffers by dividing the area of building cover (${km}^{2}$) by the area of buffer (${km}^{2}$). Population density was calculated as the number of inhabitants per square kilometer surrounding the home address. Street connectivity was calculated as the number of intersections inside $100\text{-}m$ and $300\text{-}m$ buffers, divided by the area (${km}^{2}$) of each buffer. Access to public transport was assessed through the number of bus stops inside $300\text{-}m$ and $500\text{-}m$ buffers. Facility richness index was calculated as the number of different facility types (Business, Community Services, Educational Institutions, Entertainment, Financial Institutions, Hospitals, Parks and Recreation, Restaurants, Shopping, Transportation Hubs and Travel Destinations) present divided by the maximum potential number of facility types specified, in a buffer of $300\; m$, giving a score ranging from 0 to 1. Land use Shannon\'s Evenness Index (SEI) was calculated to provide the proportional abundance of each land use (such as residential, commercial, entertainment, and office development) in a buffer of $300\; m$, giving a score ranging from 0 to 1. It was calculated by multiplying each proportion of land use type by its logarithm and dividing the sum of all land-use--type products by the logarithm of the total possible land use types. We developed an indicator of walkability, adapted from the previous walkability indexes ([@c15]; [@c23]), calculated as the mean of the deciles of population density, street connectivity, facility richness index, and land use SEI within $300\text{-}m$ buffers, giving a walkability score ranging from 0 to 1.

Socio-Economic and Demographic Variables {#s2.3}
----------------------------------------

Predominant country ethnicity was defined for all cohorts except the BiB as whether the participant was born in the country of cohort or elsewhere. In BiB, predominant country ethnicity was defined as whether the participant self-identified as "white British" or not. We analyzed four indicators of SEP: family education, occupation, family income, and area-based SEP. Indicators were constructed as follows:

### Family education. {#s2.3.1}

This was considered the primary individual-level SEP indicator because it was available for all cohorts. Family education was defined as the highest level of education reported for either the participants or their partners. It was categorized according to the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) ([@c20]) as three levels: Less than primary, primary and lower secondary education; upper secondary and postsecondary nontertiary education; tertiary (university level) education.

### Area-level SEP. {#s2.3.2}

Area level SEP was defined for all cohorts based on area-level measures of deprivation or socioeconomic indicators for the home address of the participant. For the INMA cities, we used the Spanish Urban Vulnerability Index ([@c13]) at census-area level ($\text{average}\,\text{population}\left( {\text{pop}.} \right) = 1,500$), for the EDEN cities, we used the French European Deprivation Index score ([@c51]) at the IRIS census level ($\text{pop}. = 2,000$). For Bradford, we used the UK Index of Multiple Deprivation ([@c14]) at the lower layer super output area ($\text{pop}. = 1,500$). For Oslo, we used tertiles of average personal income of the "grunnkrets" area ($\text{pop}. = 1,000$) ([@c59]). In Kaunas ([@c58]) and Heraklion ([@c34]), we used the proportion with tertiary (university-level) education of the voting district ($\text{pop}. = 3,400$) and aggregated lower census area ($\text{pop}. = 2,000$), respectively. The measures were used to class participants as low, medium, or high SEP, based on tertiles of their distribution at the country level (INMA, BIB, and Eden) or cohort level (Oslo, Heraklion, and Kaunas).

### Occupational SEP. {#s2.3.3}

The last reported occupation of participating women (available as ISCO88 codes in MoBa, INMA, Rhea, and KANC cohorts), was converted into low, medium, and high SEP, based on the European Socioeconomic Classification (ESEC) ([@c37]).

### Family income. {#s2.3.4}

Family income was available in the EDEN, MoBa, BiB, and KANC cohorts. In the EDEN and MoBa cohorts, self-reported family income was converted into low, medium, and high family income based on cohort-specific tertiles. In BiB, we used the responses to the question, "How well would you say you or you and your husband/partner are managing financially these days?" We classed those who responded "Living comfortably" as high family income, those who responded "Doing alright" as medium family income, and those who responded "Just about getting by," "Finding it quite difficult," or "Finding it very difficult" as low family income. In Kaunas, participants were asked directly to class their family income as low, medium, or high.

Statistical Analysis {#s2.4}
--------------------

Pearson's correlations were first calculated and heat maps were drawn \[corrplot R package (version 0.84; R Development Core Team)\] to display the correlations between continuous exposures.

To evaluate the SEP determinants of the exposome within each urban area, we focused on a reduced exposome dataset of 18 variables, where we removed meteorological variables (which have no within-city spatial variation) and those indicators that were correlated by more than 0.8 to other indicators to improve interpretability of spatial patterns. For some types of exposure, such as traffic and green spaces, the selection included multiple indicators that, as evidenced by their moderate correlations, were considered independent entities that all contribute to proper characterization of urban exposomes. We first performed a separate linear regression between the SEP indicator and each exposure, using the exposure as the dependent variable. All models compared the high SEP group to the reference group, a combined category of medium- and low-SEP participants. Models were adjusted for participant ethnicity (predominant country ethnicity or not), age (continuous variable, years), and marital status (living with partner or not), chosen *a priori* as potential confounders of the SEP-exposure associations. We drew volcano plots by city to display the associations, with each exposure scaled by standard deviation (SD) within city to allow comparability between exposures and city. To allow comparison between SEP indicators, we have presented associations with a further subset of nine exposures (chosen based on expert knowledge as the most representative exposure(s) of each exposure group) as beta coefficients \[with 95% confidence intervals (CI)\] in the original exposure units.

To evaluate SEP associations with the urban exposome overall, we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) on the reduced exposome dataset of 18 variables, using the "prcomp" command in the base R package. Exposures were first centered by the mean within each city to remove between city variation, and unit variance scaled. The singular value decomposition was then calculated, which defines a rotation of the exposome matrix so that the first derived direction (i.e., the first principal component) is chosen to maximize the SD of the derived variable, the second to maximize the SD among directions uncorrelated with the first, and so on for each subsequent component. The first principal components that cumulatively explained over 50% of variance in the data were retained for analysis with SEP. The scores of these principal components were regressed against SEP in models adjusted for participant ethnicity, age, and marital status as described above.

City-specific effects in the both the single exposure-SEP and PCA-SEP analyses were combined using random effect meta-analyses using the metafor R package (version 2.0-0; R Development Core Team) ([@c66]). All analyses were performed in R (version 3.4.4; R Development Core Team).

Missing values (Table S4) of variables were imputed using the method of chained equations ([@c71]) for all analyses, using the mice R package (version 3.1.0; R Development Core team) ([@c63]). Prior to imputation, skewed exposure variables were transformed to achieve normality. The distributions of all transformed variables were examined to make sure that transformations did not lead to extreme or influential observations. In cases of variables with zeros that required a log transformation, a constant value was added to the variable as the log of zero is minus infinity. The constant value was chosen to minimize the skewness of the resulting variable. (Transformations used are shown in Table S5). All variables were used as potential predictors of missing data, unless they introduced collinearity problems in the imputation process, in which case they were excluded from the imputing equation that gave problems. In addition, we forced the cohort variable into all the imputation models. The method of predictive mean matching was used for all continuous exposures.

Variables that were missing for an entire cohort were also imputed for the PCA analysis only. This includes $\text{NO}_{X}$ (missing in Nancy and Poitiers), ${PM}_{\text{abs}}$ (missing in missing in Nancy, Poitiers, Gipuzkoa, and Valencia), atmospheric pressure (missing in Kaunas), traffic load (missing in Oslo), and noise (missing in Gipuzkoa and Valencia). This option has been shown to be superior to excluding the cohort or excluding the exposure ([@c33]; [@c38]).

Results {#s3}
=======

Participant Demographics {#s3.1}
------------------------

A total of 28,045 women were included in this study ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The study area with the most participants was Oslo with 10,559, and the area with the least was Sabadell with 547. There was a wide range of education levels between study centers, with the highest proportion of women from highly educated families in the MoBa Oslo cohort (88%) and the lowest in the INMA Valencia cohort (29%). Participating women in Kaunas were the least ethnically diverse, with 97% of women reporting being born in Lithuania, and the Born in Bradford cohort the most ethnically diverse, with 36% of participating women reporting being "white British." [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the geographic spread of the study areas.

###### 

Sociodemographic information of study participants, by city.

Table 1 lists characteristics in the first column; the corresponding values for MoBa Oslo, KANC Kaunas, BiB Bradford, Eden Nancy, Eden Poitiers, INMA Gipuzkoa, INMA Sabadell, INMA Valencia, and Rhea Heraklion are listed in the other columns.

                                                                            MoBa Oslo          KANC Kaunas        BiB Bradford       EDEN Nancy         EDEN Poitiers      INMA Gipuzkoa     INMA Sabadell      INMA Valencia     Rhea Heraklion
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------------- ------------------ ----------------- ------------------
  N                                                                         10559              3625               10008              669                574                594               575                695               746
  Mean age, years $\pm SD$                                                  $31.39 \pm 3.98$   $28.34 \pm 5.05$   $27.81 \pm 5.57$   $29.03 \pm 4.87$   $28.85 \pm 5.01$   $32.58 \pm 3.6$   $31.54 \pm 4.29$   $31.04 \pm 4.6$   $30.41 \pm 4.79$
  N of predominant country ethnicity (%)[^a^](#t1n1){ref-type="table-fn"}   8954 (84.8)        3516 (97)          3594 (35.9)        634 (94.8)         531 (92.5)         569 (95.8)        510 (88.7)         607 (87.3)        683 (91.6)
  N living with partner (%)                                                 10241 (97)         2894 (79.8)        8395 (83.9)        623 (93.1)         539 (93.9)         590 (99.3)        568 (98.8)         675 (97.1)        730 (97.9)
  N working during pregnancy (%)                                            9894 (93.7)        3032 (83.6)        4202 (42)          526 (78.6)         415 (72.3)         527 (88.7)        509 (88.5)         580 (83.5)        403 (54)
  N active smokers (%)                                                      471 (4.5)          279 (7.7)          1625 (16.2)        172 (25.7)         172 (30)           142 (23.9)        175 (30.4)         281 (40.4)        164 (22)
  N Area level SEP (low) (%)                                                3530 (33.4)        779 (21.5)         5620 (56.2)        301 (45)           193 (33.6)         2 (0.3)           115 (20)           127 (18.3)        174 (23)
  N Area level SEP (medium) (%)                                             3576 (33.9)        1857 (51.2)        3525 (35.2)        171 (25.6)         95 (16.6)          90 (15.2)         253 (44)           405 (58.3)        290 (39)
  N Area level SEP (high) (%)                                               3559 (33.7)        989 (27.3)         863 (8.6)          197 (29.4)         286 (49.8)         502 (84.5)        207 (36)           163 (23.5)        282 (38)
  N highest education level of family (primary) (%)                         47 (0.4)           91 (2.5)           4403 (44)          16 (2.4)           22 (3.8)           29 (4.9)          108 (18.8)         157 (22.6)        27 (3.6)
  N highest education level of family (secondary) (%)                       1258 (11.9)        1333 (36.8)        1665 (16.6)        214 (32)           232 (40.4)         215 (36.2)        265 (46.1)         336 (48.3)        371 (49.7)
  N highest education level of family (tertiary) (%)                        9254 (87.6)        2201 (60.7)        3940 (39.4)        439 (65.6)         320 (55.7)         350 (58.9)        202 (35.1)         202 (29.1)        348 (46.6)
  N social class by occupation (low) (%)                                    1610 (15.2)        1199 (33.1)        NA                 NA                 NA                 300 (50.5)        359 (62.4)         444 (63.9)        307 (41.2)
  N social class by occupation (medium) (%)                                 483 (4.6)          65 (1.8)           NA                 NA                 NA                 22 (3.7)          26 (4.5)           22 (3.2)          97 (13)
  N social class by occupation (high) (%)                                   8466 (80.2)        2361 (65.1)        NA                 NA                 NA                 272 (45.8)        190 (33)           229 (32.9)        342 (45.8)
  N self-reported family income (low) (%)                                   3610 (34.6)        1202 (33.2)        3182 (31.8)        277 (41.6)         304 (53.1)         NA                NA                 NA                NA
  N self-reported family income (medium) (%)                                3643 (34.9)        1908 (52.6)        4188 (41.8)        152 (22.8)         156 (27.3)         NA                NA                 NA                NA
  N self-reported family income (high) (%)                                  3185 (30.5)        515 (14.2)         2638 (26.4)        237 (35.6)         112 (19.6)         NA                NA                 NA                NA

Defined as whether the participant was born in the country of cohort or elsewhere, except in Bradford where it was defined as whether the participant self-identified as "white British."

![Overview of area locations.](EHP2862_f1){#f1}

Exposure Levels {#s3.2}
---------------

[Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} shows levels of environmental exposure by city. Average noise levels (Lden) during the day were lowest in Kaunas (mean $49.6\,\text{dB}$) and highest in Heraklion (mean $64.1\,\text{dB}$). $\text{NO}_{2}$ levels were highest in Sabadell (mean $43.2{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$) and lowest in Heraklion (mean $13.6{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$). ${PM}_{2.5}$ levels were highest in Nancy (mean $23.8{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$) and lowest in Oslo (mean $10.9{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$), whereas ${PM}_{10}$ levels were highest in Heraklion (mean $37.4{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$) and lowest in Oslo (mean $14.1{\,\mu g/m}^{3}$). In addition, UV dose levels mirrored the latitude of cities with lowest levels in the most northerly city, Oslo (mean DNA damaging spectrum irradiance: $0.48{\,{kJ}/m}^{2}$) and the highest in Heraklion (mean $1.71{\,{kJ}/m}^{2}$). Valencia was the most building dense area (mean $0.37{\,{km}}^{2}{/{km}}^{2}$ within $300\text{-}m$ buffer) and Kaunas (mean $0.12{\,{km}}^{2}{/{km}}^{2}$) the least. Mean connectivity was similar in each center, with the exception of Kaunas, which had the lowest street connectivity with a mean of 41 street intersections per ${km}^{2}$, within $300\; m$ from the home address. The most densely populated city was Sabadell (mean $18,700{\,\text{inhabitants}/{km}}^{2}$), and the least was Poitiers (mean $2,100{\,\text{inhabitants}/m}^{2}$). Mean walkability was highest in Valencia (0.32) and lowest in Kaunas (0.22). The southern cities had the least surrounding greenness with the lowest mean NDVI of 0.19 in a $100\text{-}m$ buffer in Heraklion. When green spaces were assessed by distance to major green space, the difference between southern and northern cities was less pronounced. Heraklion had the lowest percentage of women living within $300\; m$ from major green space (61%), whereas Gipuzkoa had the highest (97%). In Gipuzkoa, 76% of women lived within $300\; m$ of a major blue space, but only 1.6% of participants did in Valencia.

###### 

Exposure levels, by city.

Table 2 lists short names of the exposures and the description in the first and the second columns, respectively; the corresponding values for Moba Oslo, KANC Kaunas, BiB Bradford, Eden Nancy, Eden Poitiers, INMA Gipuzkoa, INMA Sabadell, INMA Valencia, and Rhea Heraklion are listed in the other columns.

  Exposure short name   Description                                                                                                                                                                                                                               MoBa Oslo           KANC Kaunas        BiB Bradford        EDEN Nancy          EDEN Poitiers        INMA Gipuzkoa       INMA Sabadell       INMA Valencia        Rhea Heraklion        
  --------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------ ------------------- ------------------- -------------------- ------------------- ------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ---
  *temperature*         Mean Temperature, ${^\circ}C \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                                               $7.28 \pm 2.37$     $8.03 \pm 2.53$    $8.57 \pm 1.45$     $10.03 \pm 2.19$    $12.06 \pm 2.23$     $13.85 \pm 1.47$    $13.37 \pm 2.47$    $18.86 \pm 1.88$     $19.28 \pm 1.88$      
  *humidity*            Mean % Humidity $\pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                                                           $72.17 \pm 3.6$     $85.52 \pm 3$      $86.62 \pm 2.25$    $77.27 \pm 2.56$    $76.33 \pm 3.62$     $76.54 \pm 1.07$    $75.51 \pm 3.17$    $60.37 \pm 0.72$     $59.24 \pm 1.95$      
  *pressure*            Mean Atmospheric pressure, $\text{mb} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                                      $999.55 \pm 1.83$   NA                 $981.99 \pm 1.28$   $992.24 \pm 0.72$   $1003.27 \pm 1.13$   $988.54 \pm 0.75$   $976.71 \pm 0.67$   $1014.34 \pm 1.31$   $1013.12 \pm 1.38$    
  *uv (ddf)*            Mean UV irradiance DNA damaging dose, ${{kJ}/m}^{2} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                        $0.48 \pm 0.12$     $0.67 \pm 0.23$    $0.67 \pm 0.2$      $0.77 \pm 0.24$     $0.91 \pm 0.26$      $1.06 \pm 0.29$     $1.14 \pm 0.31$     $1.34 \pm 0.29$      $1.71 \pm 0.37$       
  $NO_{2}$              Mean $\text{NO}_{2}$, ${\mu g/m}^{3} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                                       $22.09 \pm 8.2$     $18.67 \pm 3.57$   $21.55 \pm 3.96$    $30.34 \pm 10.29$   $15.9 \pm 5.22$      $18.89 \pm 4.55$    $43.15 \pm 11.02$   $25.42 \pm 10.24$    $13.62 \pm 5.13$      
  $NO_{x}$              Mean $\text{NO}_{X}$, ${\mu g/m}^{3} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                                       $39.91 \pm 16.37$   $28.98 \pm 6.96$   $36.23 \pm 8.37$    NA                  NA                   $44.35 \pm 11.3$    $84.23 \pm 29.59$   $41.66 \pm 20.31$    $22.02 \pm 11.55$     
  $PM_{2.5}$            Mean ${PM}_{2.5}$, ${\mu g/m}^{3} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                                          $10.91 \pm 2.1$     $17.52 \pm 2.46$   $12.83 \pm 2.14$    $23.78 \pm 1.77$    $17.81 \pm 1.83$     $14.24 \pm 0.75$    $15.09 \pm 1.76$    $14.62 \pm 1.4$      $15.11 \pm 1.23$      
  $PM_{10}$             Mean ${PM}_{10}$, ${\mu g/m}^{3} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                                           $14.13 \pm 3.52$    $24.71 \pm 2.28$   $18.69 \pm 2.87$    $23.55 \pm 2.19$    $15.46 \pm 1.54$     $23.73 \pm 1.25$    $27.96 \pm 3.9$     $24.37 \pm 2.34$     $37.44 \pm 3.87$      
  *PMabs*               Mean PM absorbance, ${\mu g/m}^{3} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                                         $1.20 \pm 0.33$     $2.27 \pm 0.26$    $1.28 \pm 0.19$     NA                  NA                   NA                  $2.62 \pm 0.66$     NA                   $1.16 \pm 0.3$        
  *noise (Lden)*        Mean Noise level (Lden) $\text{dB}\left( A \right) \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                         $54.79 \pm 6.01$    $49.55 \pm 6.47$   $58.25 \pm 4.1$     $60.14 \pm 6.24$    $59.01 \pm 7.61$     NA                  $61.53 \pm 5.81$    NA                   $64.07 \pm 3.31$      
  *NDVI100*             Mean NDVI values within a buffer of $100\; m \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                               $0.50 \pm 0.12$     $0.50 \pm 0.07$    $0.40 \pm 0.11$     $0.44 \pm 0.11$     $0.47 \pm 0.1$       $0.38 \pm 0.13$     $0.2 \pm 0.06$      $0.21 \pm 0.07$      $0.19 \pm 0.05$       
  *NDVI300*             Mean NDVI values within a buffer of $300\; m \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                               $0.51 \pm 0.1$      $0.50 \pm 0.06$    $0.42 \pm 0.1$      $0.48 \pm 0.11$     $0.50 \pm 0.09$      $0.46 \pm 0.12$     $0.24 \pm 0.07$     $0.24 \pm 0.06$      $0.21 \pm 0.05$       
  *NDVI500*             Mean NDVI values within a buffer of $500\; m \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                               $0.52 \pm 0.09$     $0.5 \pm 0.06$     $0.44 \pm 0.1$      $0.5 \pm 0.12$      $0.52 \pm 0.09$      $0.52 \pm 0.11$     $0.26 \pm 0.08$     $0.26 \pm 0.06$      $0.21 \pm 0.06$       
  *green_dist*          Mean Distance to nearest large green space, $m \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                             $286 \pm 256$       $180 \pm 139$      $207 \pm 155$       $168 \pm 140$       $137 \pm 150$        $97 \pm 77$         $244 \pm 213$       $144 \pm 109$        $259 \pm 176$         
  *greenYN*             N with major green space within $300\; m$ (%)                                                                                                                                                                                             6626 (62.8)         2920 (80.6)        7482 (74.8)         552 (82.5)          502 (87.5)           578 (97.3)          403 (70.1)          619 (89.1)           454 (60.9)            
  *blue_dist*           Mean Distance to nearest large blue space, $m \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                              873 (440)           1042 (589)         1946 (1194)         1285 (1107)         1341 (1026)          280 (406)           1103 (621)          3156 (1856)          2099 (2557)           
  *blueyn*              N with major blue space within $300\; m$ (%)                                                                                                                                                                                              940 (8.9)           333 (9.2)          237 (2.4)           151 (22.6)          54 (9.4)             450 (75.8)          34 (5.9)            11 (1.6)             64 (8.6)              
  *traffic_load*        Mean traffic load of all roads in $100\; m$ buffer, $1000\,\text{veh}/d$$m \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                 NA                  $1207 \pm 1710$    $1001 \pm 1491$     $1116 \pm 1566$     $607 \pm 1127$       $1369 \pm 1427$     $2478 \pm 4682$     $2860 \pm 3243$      $3759 \pm 3522$       
  *traffic_near*        Mean traffic density on nearest road, $\text{veh}/d \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                        $2338 \pm 4628$     $8471 \pm 8646$    $2138 \pm 5410$     $11409 \pm 13326$   $6642 \pm 7740$      $1526 \pm 2640$     $6344 \pm 10117$    $3436 \pm 5208$      $3024 \pm 6033$       
  *road_dist_inv*       Mean inverse distance to the nearest road ($m^{- 1}$) $\pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                     $0.05 \pm 0.03$     $0.03 \pm 0.02$    $0.07 \pm 0.38$     $0.11 \pm 0.88$     $0.12 \pm 0.74$      $0.12 \pm 0.35$     $0.24 \pm 0.62$     $0.5 \pm 2.61$       $0.81 \pm 3.51$       
  *popdens*             Mean Population density, $\text{Inhabitants}/{km}^{2} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                      $9800 \pm 7922$     $6569 \pm 2252$    $5442 \pm 2049$     $5032 \pm 3946$     $2074 \pm 1787$      $8105 \pm 8205$     $18745 \pm 1393$    $13701 \pm 13462$    $7904 \pm 4345$       
  *build_dens100*       Mean Building density ($\left. {\text{area}\,\text{of}\,\text{building}\,\text{cover}\,\left( {km} \right.}^{2}{)\,/\,\text{area}\,\text{of}\,\text{buffer}\,\left( {km} \right.}^{2} \right)$ within buffer of $100\; m \pm \text{SD}$   $0.23 \pm 0.11$     $0.15 \pm 0.07$    $0.19 \pm 0.07$     $0.24 \pm 0.12$     $0.16 \pm 0.10$      $0.22 \pm 0.01$     $0.41 \pm 0.17$     $0.44 \pm 0.20$      $0.31 \pm 0.14$       
  *build_dens300*       Mean Building density ($\left. {\text{area}\,\text{of}\,\text{building}\,\text{cover}\,\left( {km} \right.}^{2}{)\,/\,\text{area}\,\text{of}\,\text{buffer}\,\left( {km} \right.}^{2} \right)$ within buffer of $300\; m \pm \text{SD}$   $0.20 \pm 0.01$     $0.12 \pm 0.06$    $0.16 \pm 0.06$     $0.19 \pm 0.11$     $0.12 \pm 0.08$      $0.16 \pm 0.07$     $0.36 \pm 0.14$     $0.37 \pm 0.15$      $0.27 \pm 0.12$       
  *connect100*          Mean Connectivity density ($\text{number}\,\text{of}\,\text{intersections}/{km}^{2}$) within a buffer of $100\; m \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                          $290 \pm 224$       $60 \pm 39$        $250 \pm 150$       $211 \pm 144$       $227 \pm 172$        $228 \pm 133$       $225 \pm 112$       $238 \pm 130$        $250 \pm 180$         
  *connect300*          Mean Connectivity density ($\text{number}\,\text{of}\,\text{intersections}/{km}^{2}$) within a buffer of $300\; m \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                          $281 \pm 150$       $41 \pm 25$        $200 \pm 88$        $176 \pm 84$        $180 \pm 116$        $170 \pm 69$        $202 \pm 57$        $191 \pm 84$         $210 \pm 148$         
  *bus_stops300*        Mean bus stops within $300\; m\,\text{buffer} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                              $8.95 \pm 4.49$     $7.06 \pm 5.67$    $25.6 \pm 12.51$    $19.94 \pm 11.56$   $21.59 \pm 14.87$    $71.91 \pm 74.29$   $23.86 \pm 9.64$    $33.28 \pm 57.74$    $1.94 \pm 3.63$       
  *bus_stops500*        Mean bus stops within $500\; m\,\text{buffer} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                              $8.12 \pm 3.34$     $6.58 \pm 3.56$    $24.19 \pm 8.49$    $18.16 \pm 8.53$    $21.42 \pm 10.21$    $50.18 \pm 42.44$   $21.09 \pm 5.7$     $30.39 \pm 38.2$     $1.93 \pm 2.48$       
  *feat_rich300*        Mean facility richness within $300\; m\,\text{buffer} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                      $0.1 \pm 0.09$      $0.09 \pm 0.06$    $0.11 \pm 0.07$     $0.08 \pm 0.09$     $0.05 \pm 0.08$      $0.09 \pm 0.09$     $0.1 \pm 0.06$      $0.1 \pm 0.09$       $0.14 \pm 0.09$       
  *landuseshan300*      Mean Land use SEI within $300\; m\,\text{buffer} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                           $0.38 \pm 0.2$      $0.39 \pm 0.09$    $0.47 \pm 0.09$     $0.47 \pm 0.1$      $0.5 \pm 0.1$        $0.5 \pm 0.1$       $0.42 \pm 0.13$     $0.51 \pm 0.11$      $0.43 \pm 0.1$        
  *walkability*         Mean walkability within $300\; m\,\text{buffer} \pm \text{SD}$                                                                                                                                                                            $0.29 \pm 0.09$     $0.22 \pm 0.04$    $0.28 \pm 0.06$     $0.27 \pm 0.05$     $0.26 \pm 0.06$      $0.29 \pm 0.06$     $0.3 \pm 0.05$      $0.32 \pm 0.07$      $0.31 \pm 0.07$       

Note: NA indicates that exposure was not available.

Exposure Correlations {#s3.3}
---------------------

Correlations between all 28 included environmental factors across all areas are shown in [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Noise showed weak correlation (r) with $\text{NO}_{2}$ (0.18) and $\text{NO}_{X}$ (0.26) but less so with the other air pollutants and was more highly correlated to traffic load (within $100\text{-}m$ buffer, 0.53). The road-traffic indicators showed only weak-to-moderate correlations with the air pollutants (range: 0.01 to 0.34). Building density, particularly assessed in the larger $300\text{-}m$ buffer, correlated most strongly with population density (0.54), $\text{NO}_{2}$ (0.51), street connectivity (0.48), and inverse distance to major green space ($- 0.32$) and weaker with PM absorbance (0.16). Surrounding greenness (NDVI in $300\text{-}m$ buffer) was negatively correlated with many environmental factors, including noise ($- 0.26$), air pollutants ($- 0.23$ to $- 0.42$), temperature ($- 0.43$), UV radiation ($- 0.38$), and all built environment factors, particularly building density ($- 0.74$). Inverse distance to major blue space was weakly correlated with humidity ($- 0.19$) and green space (0.08 to 0.24). Walkability correlated strongly with building density (0.60), moderately with $\text{NO}_{2}$ (0.38) and noise (0.30), weaker with traffic load (0.23) and number of bus stops (0.25) and correlated negatively with green space measures ($- 0.34$ to $- 0.53$). Temperature and UV radiation showed moderate correlations with ${PM}_{10}$ (0.45 and 0.46, respectively).

![Heatmap showing Pearson's correlation of environmental indicators measured as part of the urban exposome. See [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} for exposure short names. Distance to nearest road, major green and blue spaces presented as inverse for interpretability.](EHP2862_f2){#f2}

The pattern of correlations between environmental indicators was broadly similar within each area ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), although there were some differences. For instance, we observed a range of correlations between population density with noise ($- 0.19$ in Poitiers to 0.15 in Oslo), $\text{NO}_{2}$ (0.07 in Kaunas to 0.59 in Poitiers), ${PM}_{2.5}$ (0.10 in Poitiers to 0.52 in Heraklion), surrounding greenness (NDVI 100, $- 0.64$ in Oslo to $- 0.15$ in Kaunas), and walkability (0.1 in Kaunas to 0.72 in Sabadell and Valencia).

![Heatmaps showing Pearson's correlation of environmental indicators, within each city. See [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} for exposure short names. Questions marks are shown for noise in Gipuzkoa and Valencia since this exposure was not available for these cities. Distance to major green spaces presented as inverse for interpretability.](EHP2862_f3){#f3}

Socioeconomic Determinants of Individual Urban Exposures {#s3.4}
--------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the SD difference in individual exposures by family education level for each study area. The extent of social patterning of the urban exposome differed considerably among areas. The smallest differences in exposure levels between women by family education level were observed in Gipuzkoa (maximum difference: 0.14 SDs higher traffic load among high-family-education women) and the largest differences in Sabadell (maximum difference: 0.34 SDs lower land use SEI among women of high family education). For area-level SEP (Figure S1), the smallest differences in exposure levels between women were observed in Oslo (maximum difference: 0.18 SDs greater distance to major green space among area SEP women) and the largest differences in Poitiers (maximum difference: 1.26 SDs lower population density among high area SEP women). For all cities except Oslo, associations were stronger with the area SEP indicator than for family education level.

![Volcano plots showing exposome-wide associations with family education level, by city. Y-axis shows strength of association ($- \log\mspace{9mu} p\,\text{value}$) and x-axis shows effect size, presented as difference in standard deviation (SD) of each exposure (for that city) between high SEP women (based on family education level) and lower SEP women, adjusted for age, ethnicity and marital status. Positive SD scores indicated higher exposure levels in high SEP women. Dotted horizontal black line shows $p\,\text{value} = 0.05$. Y-axis differs between city depending on range of p values observed. See [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} for exposure short names. Distance to nearest road, major green and blue spaces presented as inverse for interpretability.](EHP2862_f4){#f4}

[Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"} displays associations for nine key exposures with area-level SEP and individual-level SEP indicators. We describe associations in the following section with a $p\,\text{value} < 0.05$. Due to the heterogeneity across cities, no significant associations were observed in overall meta-analyses, except for the association between higher family income and lower levels of traffic at the nearest road (based on five cities).

###### 

Associations between SEP indicators and urban exposures.

Table 3 lists S E P indicators in the first column; the corresponding values for N O 2 (micrograms per cubic meter), PM 2.5 (micrograms per cubic meter), Noise (lden, dB(A)), distance to major green space (meters), NDVI score 300 meters buffer), traffic at nearest road (vehicles per day), building density (300 buffer), bus stops (300 buffer), and walkability (300 buffer) are listed in the other columns.

  SEP indicator      $\text{NO}_{2}$ (${\mu g/m}^{3}$)   ${PM}_{2.5}$ (${\mu g/m}^{3}$)   Noise (Lden, dB(A))             Distance to major green space (m)    NDVI score ($300\; m$ buffer)      Traffic at nearest road $\left( \text{vehicles}/\text{day} \right)$   Building density (300 buffer)      Bus stops (300 buffer)            Walkability (300 buffer)
  ------------------ ----------------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------- ----------------------------------
  Family education                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   Oslo              2.05 (1.56, 2.54)                   0.00 ($- 0.12$, 0.13)            $- 0.09$ ($- 0.49$, 0.31)       34.42 (19.06, 49.79)                 $- 0.017$ ($- 0.023$, $- 0.012$)   32 ($- 247$, 310)                                                     0.030 (0.025, 0.035)               $- 0.24$ ($- 0.51$, 0.03)         0.011 (0.006, 0.017)
   Kaunas            0.01 ($- 0.24$, 0.26)               $- 0.01$ ($- 0.18$, 0.17)        $- 0.34$ ($- 0.54$, $- 0.14$)   $- 4.15$ ($- 13.92$, 5.61)           $- 0.003$ ($- 0.007$, 0.002)       $- 68$ ($- 676$, 540)                                                 0.008 (0.003, 0.012)               0.01 ($- 0.39$, 0.4)              0.001 ($- 0.001$, 0.004)
   Bradford          $- 0.51$ ($- 0.67$, $- 0.35$)       $- 0.32$ ($- 0.41$, $- 0.23$)    $- 0.11$ ($- 0.28$, 0.06)       $- 26.87$ ($- 33.2$, $- 20.55$)      0.024 (0.020, 0.027)               $- 166$ ($- 393$, 60)                                                 $- 0.010$ ($- 0.012$, $- 0.008$)   $- 1.44$ ($- 1.96$, $- 0.92$)     $- 0.009$ ($- 0.011$, $- 0.007$)
   Nancy             $- 1.22$ ($- 2.97$, 0.53)           $- 0.26$ ($- 0.56$, 0.05)        $- 0.67$ ($- 1.79$, 0.44)       14.17 ($- 9.71$, 38.05)              0.003 ($- 0.017$, 0.022)           $- 533$ ($- 2812$, 1747)                                              0.022 (0.004, 0.039)               0.9 ($- 1.08$, 2.87)              $- 0.005$ ($- 0.014$, 0.004)
   Poitiers          0.70 ($- 0.18$, 1.58)               0.03 ($- 0.29$, 0.34)            0.33 ($- 0.78$, 1.43)           $- 0.60$ ($- 26.37$, 25.16)          0.003 ($- 0.013$, 0.019)           $- 474$ ($- 1795$, 847)                                               0.000 ($- 0.014$, 0.015)           $- 0.3$ ($- 2.86$, 2.26)          $- 0.003$ ($- 0.013$, 0.007)
   Gipuzkoa          0.33 ($- 0.42$, 1.08)               0.05 ($- 0.07$, 0.18)            NA                              3.71 ($- 8.97$, 16.39)               0.003 ($- 0.018$, 0.023)           152 ($- 283$, 587)                                                    0.005 ($- 0.007$, 0.017)           9.01 ($- 3.21$, 21.23)            0.005 ($- 0.005$, 0.015)
   Sabadell          2.77 (0.87, 4.66)                   0.24 ($- 0.06$, 0.55)            0.88 ($- 0.11$, 1.88)           34.47 ($- 2.36$, 71.3)               $- 0.005$ ($- 0.018$, 0.008)       2244 (503, 3986)                                                      0.029 (0.005, 0.054)               $- 0.83$ ($- 2.5$, 0.84)          $- 0.008$ ($- 0.017$, 0.001)
   Valencia          $- 1.06$ ($- 2.77$, 0.65)           $- 0.02$ ($- 0.26$, 0.21)        NA                              $- 10.58$ ($- 28.88$, 7.71)          0.014 (0.004, 0.025)               79 ($- 794$, 952)                                                     $- 0.025$ ($- 0.051$, 0.001)       $- 11.65$ ($- 21.3$, $- 2$)       $- 0.004$ ($- 0.016$, 0.009)
   Heraklion         0.26 ($- 0.52$, 1.04)               0.10 ($- 0.08$, 0.29)            $- 0.04$ ($- 0.65$, 0.57)       $- 7.54$ ($- 34.51$, 19.44)          $- 0.004$ ($- 0.012$, 0.004)       1130 (213, 2048)                                                      $- 0.001$ ($- 0.019$, 0.017)       $- 0.23$ ($- 0.78$, 0.32)         0.004 ($- 0.007$, 0.014)
   meta-analysis     0.38 ($- 0.37$, 1.12)               $- 0.03$ ($- 0.15$, 0.09)        $- 0.15$ ($- 0.32$, 0.02)       2.23 ($- 11.38$, 15.84)              0.002 ($- 0.007$, 0.011)           48 ($- 164$, 259)                                                     0.007 ($- 0.004$, 0.018)           $- 0.42$ ($- 0.95$, 0.11)         $- 0.001$ ($- 0.006$, 0.004)
   SEP indicator                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  Area Level SEP                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
   Oslo              0.15 ($- 0.19$, 0.48)               0.14 (0.06, 0.23)                0.17 ($- 0.1$, 0.44)            46.3 (36.01, 56.59)                  $- 0.014$ ($- 0.018$, $- 0.01$)    115 ($- 73$, 302)                                                     0.006 (0.002, 0.009)               0.64 (0.46, 0.82)                 0.008 (0.004, 0.012)
   Kaunas            1.26 (1.01, 1.52)                   0.74 (0.56, 0.92)                0.74 (0.53, 0.94)               25.19 (15.04, 35.34)                 $- 0.015$ ($- 0.02$, $- 0.011$)    $- 1385$ ($- 2017$, $- 753$)                                          0.028 (0.024, 0.032)               0.38 ($- 0.04$, 0.79)             0.017 (0.014, 0.019)
   Bradford          $- 1.96$ ($- 2.24$, $- 1.69$)       $- 0.86$ ($- 1.01$, $- 0.71$)    $- 0.37$ ($- 0.67$, $- 0.07$)   $- 71.48$ ($- 82.38$, $- 60.59$)     0.069 (0.062, 0.075)               18 ($- 374$, 410)                                                     $- 0.029$ ($- 0.033$, $- 0.025$)   $- 7.1$ ($- 7.99$, $- 6.2$)       $- 0.03$ ($- 0.034$, $- 0.026$)
   Nancy             $- 8.75$ ($- 10.35$, $- 7.16$)      $- 0.57$ ($- 0.86$, $- 0.27$)    $- 1.57$ ($- 2.66$, $- 0.47$)   $- 72.86$ ($- 95.77$, $- 49.95$)     0.117 (0.1, 0.133)                 $- 6935$ ($- 9120$, $- 4750$)                                         $- 0.087$ ($- 0.104$, $- 0.071$)   $- 5.44$ ($- 7.34$, $- 3.53$)     $- 0.046$ ($- 0.054$, $- 0.038$)
   Poitiers          $- 6.14$ ($- 6.85$, $- 5.44$)       $- 0.74$ ($- 1.05$, $- 0.44$)    0.86 ($- 0.24$, 1.95)           $- 121.49$ ($- 144.93$, $- 98.05$)   0.109 (0.096, 0.122)               $- 6162$ ($- 7367$, $- 4957$)                                         $- 0.099$ ($- 0.111$, $- 0.088$)   $- 5.83$ ($- 8.31$, $- 3.34$)     $- 0.051$ ($- 0.06$, $- 0.042$)
   Gipuzkoa          $- 0.99$ ($- 2.01$, 0.03)           $- 0.22$ ($- 0.39$, $- 0.05$)    NA                              10.74 ($- 6.54$, 28.02)              0.003 ($- 0.025$, 0.03)            183 ($- 410$, 776)                                                    0.012 ($- 0.005$, 0.028)           54.52 (38.42, 70.63)              0.003 ($- 0.011$, 0.017)
   Sabadell          10.33 (8.64, 12.02)                 0.89 (0.59, 1.18)                3.51 (2.56, 4.45)               145.5 (110.94, 180.07)               $- 0.052$ ($- 0.064$, $- 0.04$)    4878 (3191, 6565)                                                     0.12 (0.098, 0.142)                $- 1.05$ ($- 2.71$, 0.6)          $- 0.014$ ($- 0.023$, $- 0.004$)
   Valencia          $- 8.94$ ($- 10.62$, $- 7.26$)      $- 0.95$ ($- 1.18$, $- 0.71$)    NA                              $- 58.44$ ($- 77.28$, $- 39.6$)      0.074 (0.064, 0.083)               $- 1582$ ($- 2497$, $- 668$)                                          $- 0.172$ ($- 0.196$, $- 0.148$)   $- 37$ ($- 46.85$, $- 27.14$)     $- 0.061$ ($- 0.073$, $- 0.049$)
   Heraklion         0.53 ($- 0.24$, 1.29)               0.19 (0.01, 0.37)                0.07 ($- 0.52$, 0.67)           51.43 (25.23, 77.64)                 $- 0.020$ ($- 0.028$, $- 0.012$)   1730 (835, 2625)                                                      0.017 (0.000, 0.035)               0.33 ($- 0.21$, 0.87)             0.026 (0.016, 0.036)
   meta-analysis     $- 1.62$ ($- 5.48$, 2.23)           $- 0.15$ ($- 0.6$, 0.29)         0.17 ($- 0.82$, 1.16)           $- 5.68$ ($- 59.53$, 48.17)          0.030 ($- 0.011$, 0.071)           $- 979$ ($- 3305$, 1347)                                              $- 0.023$ ($- 0.078$, 0.033)       $- 0.64$ ($- 14.79$, 13.52)       $- 0.016$ ($- 0.037$, 0.004)
   SEP indicator                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  Occupational SEP                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   Oslo              0.61 (0.21, 1.00)                   0.01 ($- 0.10$, 0.11)            $- 0.17$ ($- 0.50$, 0.15)       19.05 (6.7, 31.41)                   $- 0.004$ ($- 0.009$, 0.000)       $- 208$ ($- 431$, 16)                                                 0.009 (0.005, 0.014)               $- 0.12$ ($- 0.34$, 0.10)         0.001 ($- 0.003$, 0.006)
   Kaunas            $- 0.16$ ($- 0.42$, 0.09)           $- 0.04$ ($- 0.21$, 0.14)        $- 0.16$ ($- 0.36$, 0.04)       $- 7.04$ ($- 16.95$, 2.87)           $- 0.001$ ($- 0.006$, 0.003)       $- 105$ ($- 722$, 512)                                                0.006 (0.002, 0.010)               $- 0.26$ ($- 0.66$, 0.14)         0.001 ($- 0.002$, 0.003)
   Gipuzkoa          0.28 ($- 0.47$, 1.02)               0.07 ($- 0.05$, 0.19)            NA                              $- 2.54$ ($- 15.16$, 10.09)          0.001 ($- 0.019$, 0.021)           $- 140$ ($- 573$, 292)                                                0.002 ($- 0.01$, 0.014)            12.34 (0.19, 24.48)               0.005 ($- 0.005$, 0.015)
   Sabadell          2.61 (0.66, 4.55)                   0.09 ($- 0.22$, 0.41)            1.31 (0.30, 2.32)               46.43 (8.71, 84.14)                  $- 0.009$ ($- 0.022$, 0.005)       1895 (105, 3685)                                                      0.030 (0.005, 0.055)               0.14 ($- 1.58$, 1.86)             $- 0.010$ ($- 0.020$, 0.000)
   Valencia          $- 0.77$ ($- 2.43$, 0.88)           $- 0.12$ ($- 0.35$, 0.11)        NA                              $- 13.47$ ($- 31.2$, 4.27)           0.014 (0.004, 0.024)               $- 180$ ($- 1027$, 667)                                               $- 0.024$ ($- 0.049$, 0.001)       $- 17.45$ ($- 26.76$, $- 8.14$)   $- 0.005$ ($- 0.017$, 0.007)
   Heraklion         $- 0.06$ ($- 0.83$, 0.71)           0.11 ($- 0.08$, 0.29)            $- 0.63$ ($- 1.24$, $- 0.03$)   $- 13.76$ ($- 40.27$, 12.76)         $- 0.005$ ($- 0.013$, 0.003)       1607 (708, 2506)                                                      0.001 ($- 0.017$, 0.018)           $- 0.33$ ($- 0.87$, 0.21)         0.006 ($- 0.004$, 0.016)
   meta-analysis     0.22 ($- 0.22$, 0.67)               0.02 ($- 0.04$, 0.09)            $- 0.02$ ($- 0.67$, 0.62)       1.81 ($- 12.3$, 15.93)               $- 0.001$ ($- 0.007$, 0.005)       284 ($- 361$, 928)                                                    0.006 (0.000, 0.011)               $- 1.04$ ($- 6.09$, 4.01)         0.000 ($- 0.004$, 0.004)
   SEP indicator                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  Family income                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
   Oslo              0.49 (0.13, 0.85)                   $- 0.16$ ($- 0.25$, $- 0.07$)    $- 0.07$ ($- 0.36$, 0.22)       $- 8.74$ ($- 19.87$, 2.38)           0.003 ($- 0.001$, 0.007)           $- 124$ ($- 325$, 78)                                                 0.007 (0.003, 0.011)               $- 0.37$ ($- 0.57$, $- 0.18$)     $- 0.006$ ($- 0.010$, $- 0.002$)
   Kaunas            0.24 ($- 0.10$, 0.57)               0.13 ($- 0.1$, 0.36)             0.02 ($- 0.25$, 0.28)           $- 5.64$ ($- 18.73$, 7.46)           $- 0.005$ ($- 0.011$, 0.001)       $- 578$ ($- 1393$, 237)                                               0.004 ($- 0.001$, 0.01)            $- 0.13$ ($- 0.67$, 0.4)          0.003 ($- 0.001$, 0.007)
   Bradford          $- 0.48$ ($- 0.66$, $- 0.31$)       $- 0.05$ ($- 0.14$, 0.04)        $- 0.16$ ($- 0.34$, 0.03)       $- 14.47$ ($- 21.23$, $- 7.71$)      0.013 (0.009, 0.017)               $- 198$ ($- 439$, 44)                                                 $- 0.007$ ($- 0.009$, $- 0.004$)   $- 1.3$ ($- 1.86$, $- 0.74$)      $- 0.004$ ($- 0.006$, $- 0.002$)
   Nancy             $- 1.75$ ($- 3.48$, $- 0.03$)       $- 0.11$ ($- 0.4$, 0.19)         $- 0.95$ ($- 2.04$, 0.15)       $- 1.39$ ($- 24.98$, 22.2)           0.009 ($- 0.01$, 0.028)            $- 2227$ ($- 4470$, 16)                                               0.011 ($- 0.007$, 0.029)           0.24 ($- 1.71$, 2.18)             $- 0.006$ ($- 0.014$, 0.003)
   Poitiers          0.89 ($- 0.23$, 2.01)               0.04 ($- 0.36$, 0.45)            $- 0.09$ ($- 1.51$, 1.32)       25.68 ($- 7.07$, 58.43)              $- 0.008$ ($- 0.029$, 0.012)       $- 300$ ($- 1991$, 1392)                                              0.018 ($- 0.001$, 0.036)           0.18 ($- 3.1$, 3.45)              0.007 ($- 0.006$, 0.020)
   meta-analysis     0.03 ($- 0.57$, 0.63)               $- 0.06$ ($- 0.17$, 0.04)        $- 0.11$ ($- 0.24$, 0.03)       $- 8.39$ ($- 15.49$, $- 1.29$)       0.003 ($- 0.005$, 0.011)           $- 179$ ($- 330$, $- 28$)                                             0.004 ($- 0.003$, 0.012)           $- 0.50$ ($- 1.08$, 0.08)         $- 0.002$ ($- 0.006$, 0.002)

Note: Table shows $\beta$ coefficients and 95% confidence intervals from models comparing the high-SEP group with the reference category, a combined low- and medium-SEP group. Positive values indicate higher exposure among high-SEP women. Models adjusted for age, living with partner or not, and predominant country ethnicity or not. NA indicates that exposure was not available.

In Oslo, women of high family education were exposed to higher levels of $\text{NO}_{2}$ (at greater magnitude than for other indicators), lower levels of surrounding greenness and major green space, and higher building density and walkability. A similar pattern was observed with the occupational SEP indicator, although there was no significant association with walkability. Women with high family income were also exposed to higher $\text{NO}_{2}$ but slightly lower ${PM}_{2.5}$ and lived in areas with fewer bus stops and lower walkability. Women living in areas of high SEP were exposed to slightly higher levels of ${PM}_{2.5}$, lower levels of surrounding greenness and major green space, and higher building density and walkability.

In Kaunas, women of high family education were exposed to less average noise but greater building density. Women living in areas of high SEP were exposed to higher levels of air pollutants and noise (in contrast with the family education indicator); to significantly lower levels of surrounding greenness and major green space; and to higher levels of traffic, building density, and walkability. Among the other two individual-level indicators, only high occupational SEP was significantly associated with higher building density.

In Bradford, women with high family education and high family income were exposed to lower levels of air pollutants; higher levels of surrounding greenness and major green space; and lower levels of building density, access to bus stops, and walkability. The pattern was similar for women living in areas of high SEP, although they were also exposed to significantly less noise.

In the French cities of Nancy and Poitiers, similar associations with area SEP were observed, with women living in areas of high SEP exposed to less air pollution; higher levels of surrounding greenness and major green space; and lower levels of traffic, building density, and walkability. Only in Nancy were women living in high SEP areas exposed to less noise. Associations were weaker with the individual-level indicators: In Nancy, high-education women were exposed to greater building density, and higher-income women were exposed to lower $\text{NO}_{2}$.

In the Spanish cities, there were contrasting patterns. In Sabadell, women of high family education were exposed to higher levels of $\text{NO}_{2}$, traffic, and building density. Women of high occupational SEP were exposed to higher levels of $\text{NO}_{2}$, lived further from major green space and were exposed to greater levels of traffic and building density. In Sabadell, high area-level SEP was associated with higher levels of air pollutants and noise, lower levels of surrounding greenness and major green space, and higher traffic and building density.

In Valencia the opposite pattern to Sabadell was observed, with lower levels of air pollution, and higher levels of surrounding greenness and major green space, and higher traffic, building density, bus stop access, and walkability among women living in high SEP areas. Women of high family education lived in areas of significantly greater surrounding greenness. Women with high occupational SEP also lived in areas of significantly greater surrounding greenness but less access to bus stops.

In Gipuzkoa, little social patterning was observed for any of the indicators: There was a small but significantly lower exposure to ${PM}_{2.5}$ and a greater access to bus stops among women living in areas of high SEP. Women of high occupational SEP also had greater access to bus stops.

In Heraklion, there was little social patterning with the two individual-level indicators, family education and occupational SEP, except for positive associations between traffic levels and high SEP (both indicators), and women of high occupational SEP also lived closer to major green space. However, women living in high SEP areas were exposed to higher levels of $\text{NO}_{2}$; lower levels of surrounding greenness and major green space; and higher traffic, building density, and walkability.

Socioeconomic Determinants of the Overall Urban Exposome {#s3.5}
--------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows associations for family education level ([Figure 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) and area SEP ([Figure 5c](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) with the urban exposome summarized by PCA that was performed on the reduced set of 18 indicators, from which between-city differences had been removed. Four components explained 56% of total variance in the dataset. PC1 (explaining 30% of variance) described greener, less urban and less polluted areas and was associated with both indicators of high SEP (family education and area SEP) in Bradford and Valencia and negatively associated in Oslo and Sabadell. High area SEP was positively associated with PC1 only in the French cities and negatively associated in Kaunas and Heraklion. PC2 (explaining 11% of variance) described high-traffic, polluted but less populous areas, and was significantly associated with high SEP in Sabadell, with only small associations observed for the other cohorts. PC3 (explaining 8% of variance) described noisy, walkable areas, and low air pollution areas, and was significantly associated with high SEP in Gipuzkoa (with family education), Bradford (both indicators), Poitiers and Valencia (with area SEP), and negatively associated in Oslo, Nancy (with family education), Sabadell and Heraklion (both with area SEP). PC4 (explaining 7% of variance) described low-traffic areas with access to natural spaces and higher PM levels and was associated with high SEP in Kaunas, Poitiers, Heraklion (all with area SEP), and Bradford (both indicators), and was negatively associated with high SEP in Nancy (family education), Gipuzkoa (areas SEP), and Sabadell. Due to the heterogeneity across cities, no significant associations were observed in overall meta-analyses. PC associations with the other indicators are given in Supplementary Table S6.

![Associations by city between SEP and first four components of PCA, on 18 exposures mean-centerd within each city. (*A*): Heatmap showing exposure loadings of first four components. See [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} for exposure short names. Distance to nearest road, major green and blue spaces presented as inverse for interpretability. (*B*): Forest plots, showing associations with family education level by city and overall meta-analysis. (*C*): Forest plots, showing associations with area level SEP by city and overall meta-analysis Models compared high SEP women and lower SEP women, adjusted for age, ethnicity and marital status.](EHP2862_f5){#f5}

We also examined associations with ethnicity (Table S6, Figure S2), observing in some cases stronger associations than for the SEP indicators. For instance, in Bradford, scores for PC1 were 1.60 higher (95% CI: 1.52, 1.68) among women of white British ethnicity.

Sensitivity Analysis {#s3.6}
--------------------

We tested the potential impact of the imputation procedure by re-running the single-exposure associations and found very similar results between the imputed and complete case datasets (Table S7). We also examined the stability of the principal component analysis by re-running the analysis with a different city excluded each time (including the handful that were missing exposures such as noise) and found similar loading patterns, whichever city was excluded (Figure S3).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

We have described, in nine cities and urban areas from across Europe, the urban exposome, which we define as the set of environmental exposures experienced in the outdoor environment, of pregnant women. We observed considerable variability in the urban exposome both within and between areas. Among the air pollutants, average levels of $\text{NO}_{2}$, ${PM}_{2.5}$, and ${PM}_{10}$ were highest in Sabadell, Nancy, and Heraklion, respectively. Average noise levels were highest in Heraklion, whereas surrounding greenness was highest in Kaunas and Oslo. Gipuzkoa had the highest proportion of women living within walking distance of major blue and green space and the most bus stops close to participants' homes. Valencia was the most walkable area, closely followed by the other Mediterranean cities of Sabadell and Heraklion. Although there are few comparable studies of these indicators at the individual level in other cities, the levels we observed for noise and air pollution appear representative of the range of exposure reported in other European cities, although air pollution levels remain considerably higher in cities in many low- and middle-income countries ([@c72]). We found that the urban exposome of European pregnant women, including exposure to air pollutants, noise, and access to green space, was to varying extents socially determined, with considerable differences among cities.

Higher levels of air pollutants, in particular $\text{NO}_{2}$, were observed among pregnant women of low SEP in Bradford, Nancy, and Valencia, whereas the reverse was observed in Oslo, Poitiers, and Sabadell. This heterogeneity has been observed in a study of the general population in Western European cities ([@c60]). Other studies have looked at associations with indictors of SEP at the small area level. Fecht et al. noted consistently higher exposure to ${PM}_{10}$ and $\text{NO}_{2}$ among more deprived neighbors in England but an opposite pattern in a national-level analysis in the Netherlands ([@c21]). An analysis at the block level in the French city of Strasbourg observed lower $\text{NO}_{2}$ levels only in the highest quintile of SEP, with similar levels in the other quintiles ([@c31]). In France, among pregnant women, Ouidir et al. observed an increase in air pollutant (${PM}_{2.5}$, $\text{NO}_{2}$) levels with area-level social deprivation in urban areas ([@c48]). In analysis of exposure of children in the Swedish city of Malmo by mean income of the residential building, Chaix et al. observed higher $\text{NO}_{2}$ exposure with decreasing income ([@c6]). However, Fernandez-Somoano et al. found no association between SEP and $\text{NO}_{2}$ in Asturias, Spain ([@c22]). In the United States, a more consistent relationship between lower SEP and higher air pollution levels is found ([@c30]), although the reverse is reported in some larger metropolitan areas, such as New York ([@c29]). We also observed a mixed picture of associations between noise and SEP. Similarly, although some studies in Germany ([@c36]), and Canada ([@c11]) showed that increased noise levels are associated with decreased SEP, others in Paris, France ([@c32]) and in the Netherlands ([@c40]) associated higher noise with higher SEP. Mixed or inconclusive results were observed in Marseilles, France ([@c3]) and in Birmingham, UK ([@c4]). We found higher surrounding greenness around homes of high-SEP women in Bradford and Valencia. This finding is consistent with the few studies regarding green space and social disadvantage in the Netherlands ([@c41]), France ([@c49]), and the United Kingdom ([@c43]). However, in the northern, greener cities of Kaunas and Oslo, higher-SEP women lived in areas of lower surrounding greenness.

We observed strong correlation levels between many urban exposome indicators, highlighting the need to consider these exposures jointly in epidemiological studies. We employed PCA to reduce and describe the covariance of the urban exposome, and although other multivariate techniques are available, such as confirmatory factor analysis or model-based clustering, we found PCA to provide interpretable results that captured a considerable portion of the variance of the dataset. Almost a third of the variability of the urban exposome (after removing variability due to between-city differences) was described by a principal component that defined greener, less densely built areas, lower in levels of environmental hazards. Our results support the triple jeopardy hypothesis ([@c5]) of greater exposure to environmental hazards driving health inequalities only in some cities in Europe. In Bradford and Valencia, lower-SEP women tended to live in more environmentally hazardous areas described by the first component, whereas in Oslo, Sabadell, and Heraklion, the reverse was true. In the other cities, there was little evidence of social patterning along this component. The next most important source of variability was the component describing high-traffic, high-pollution areas that were relatively green and less populated. This component, which by definition describes a type of urban area that is different from the first component, showed little relationship to SEP, except in Sabadell, where high-SEP women tended to live in this type of area. The third and fourth components both described more populous areas with high facility richness, with the third component driven by higher noise and lower air pollution levels, whereas the fourth component was driven by lower traffic levels but also greater access to recreational natural space. Both components showed different social patterning across the cities. The effects of these types of urban exposome during pregnancy on child development should be investigated to fully assess their contributions to health inequalities. However, it should be noted that even in areas such as Bradford, where low-SEP women are exposed to higher levels of environmental hazards, the differences remain relatively small (particularly when assessing individual-level SEP indicators) and are likely to explain only a small proportion of health disparities among SEP groups.

These results will assist in the interpretation of environmental epidemiological studies, where confounding of associations with exposure by sociodemographic factors is a concern. In cities such as Bradford, these factors need to be carefully adjusted for; in others, it is less necessary. Furthermore, in cities such as Oslo, negative confounding may even mask true effects. It is important that the heterogeneity of the effects of exposures and confounders in pooled analyses is assessed and accommodated into models when significant. This process can be done by including interactions of cohort with the exposures or confounders that show heterogeneity by cohort, or by including random slopes by cohort when using mixed-effects models. However, despite the complexity of conducting large pooled analyses across multiple populations, a varying confounder structure has the advantage of increasing casual inference when a consistent association is observed ([@c54]).

SEP is a multidimensional construct that can be represented by different indicators in epidemiological research, each providing different information regarding position in society and access to resources. Social class (location in the social division of labor), social status (social honor and prestige), and material circumstances (income, wealth) are independent but correlated dimensions of SEP, each with potentially separate paths to health. Both education and area-level SEP measures are probabilistic indicators, in the sense that people of diverse social classes, status groups, and levels of personal affluence are found in the same education group and residential area. We have used education as our main SEP indicator primarily because it was available and comparable across all cohorts. Although education is strongly related to other SEP indicators ([@c12]; [@c47]), we observed large differences in educational level by cohort, suggesting access to education may vary by country and represent SEP differently. We therefore incorporated other indicators where available, finding generally similar associations with the different individual-level indicators. For most cities, we were able classify SEP at the area of residence level using multidimensional deprivation scores. Generally, we found stronger associations with the area-level indicators of SEP, as has been previously reported ([@c29]). This finding may be expected because the environmental characteristics of an area may directly affect its level of affluence by making the area a more or less desirable place to live. Also, exposures were estimated at the address level through geospatial methods that, like area-based measures of SEP, rely on area-level characteristics. Although area-level SEP measures may suffer from ecological bias, the deprivation level of the area of residence may involve additional stressors over individual-level SEP, such as fear of crime and access to health care, altering susceptibility to environmental pollutants ([@c8]). In Oslo, Kaunas, and Heraklion, deprivation scores were unavailable so we characterized the area of residence with only a single area-level indicator (average income or education level). These indicators may insufficiently capture area-level deprivation and may limit comparability with the other cohorts. Indeed, in Oslo, we observed stronger associations with the individual-level indicator, family education. Furthermore, the size of the areas assessed differed somewhat among cities, potentially introducing differing levels of ecological bias.

This study had some further limitations. Although every effort was made to standardize exposure assessment across cohorts, there were some differences in generating exposures, due to differences in availability of data sources. For instance, air pollutant exposures were estimated with various models, and although these are all validated methods, exposure misclassification may vary among cities. Differences in data quality between cities may also be greater for exposures such as noise. Levels of measurement error will also vary among exposures, and our analysis did not attempt to correct for these differences. Although this error will be of the Berkson type and so should not affect the effect estimates themselves, comparability may be reduced due to reductions in power. The larger sample sizes of the northern cohorts also reduce comparability, and these populations may exert greater influence on meta-analyses. For some exposures, including noise and PM absorbance, we were unable to produce estimates in certain urban areas, and we therefore adopted an imputation approach based on the correlation structure for these exposures for the PCA. Exposures were assessed at home address only, which does not take into account exposure experienced at work and during commuting. Personal behaviors that may affect exposure levels were not taken into account. For meteorological factors, fine-scale spatial assessment was not feasible. This factor may be relevant in southern cities where heat-island effects may affect health. Finally, the population of the participating cohorts may not be completely representative of the host population due to issues of under-recruitment of low-SEP women. However, the strengths of the study included the breadth of urban locations and type from across Europe and the large sample size, which increase the generalizability of the study. The common assessment protocol adopted across cohorts and similar age of cohorts increased comparability between cities. Furthermore, the use of detailed questionnaires at recruitment on sociodemographic indicators and fine-scale exposure assessment allowed a unique individual-level analysis, in addition to area-level analysis.

The urban exposome may be both harmful to child development through, for instance, the impact of air pollution and noise, and beneficial, through the promotion of active transport and play. Although more densely built areas were correlated with potentially harmful aspects of the urban environment such as $\text{NO}_{2}$ and reduced green space, they had certain environmental characteristics that may have health benefits in terms of improving walkability ([@c26]) and associated reductions in overweight condition and obesity ([@c16]). We adapted a measure of walkability that was developed and validated in the American context, and this study constitutes the first time it has been systematically applied across Europe. Future work will investigate the impact of this indicator on physical activity and child development. With more people than ever living in urban environments ([@c62]), it is vital to improve the harm-to-health balance of the urban environment so as not to exacerbate environmentally driven health inequalities. We observed that the link between population density and potentially beneficial and harmful factors varied to a certain extent across cities. Urban planners should examine the features of urban design contributing to these differences to improve the health of European citizens.

Conclusions {#s5}
===========

Using an exposome approach to systematically assess multiple exposures experienced in the outdoor environment, we have described the urban exposome of pregnant women, a particularly important subgroup, across nine European cities and urban areas. We found considerable heterogeneity in associations with more socially disadvantaged women living in less healthy environments in cities such as Bradford, and the opposite association observed in Oslo. It is incumbent on local authorities and planners to understand the nature of environmental inequalities in their cities so as to mitigate their effects and reduce health inequities.

Supplemental Material
=====================
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